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MINIMAL TYPES IN SUPER-DEPENDENT THEORIES
ASSAF HASSON
∗
AND ALF ONSHUUS
Abstrat. We give neessary and suient geometri onditions for
a theory denable in an o-minimal struture to interpret a real losed
eld. The proof goes through an analysis of þ-minimal types in super-
rosy dependent theories of nite rank. We prove that suh theories are
oordinatised by þ-minimal types and that suh a type is unstable if an
only if every non-algebrai extension thereof is. We onlude that a type
is stable if and only if it admits a oordinatisation in þ-minimal stable
types. We also show that non-trivial þ-minimal stable types extend
stable sets.
1. introdution
In this paper we omplete the geometri lassiation of unstable stru-
tures denable in o-minimal theories started in [4℄, giving neessary and
suient geometri onditions for suh a theory to interpret a real losed
eld. We also analyse the analogous problem in the stable ase, reduing it
to Zilber's Trihotomy onjeture for strongly minimal sets interpretable in
o-minimal theories. Our main result an be summarised by:
Theorem. Let M be a struture denable in an o-minimal theory. Then:
(1) M interprets a real losed eld if and only if there is a minimal
non-loally modular (non trivial) global type.
(2) Assuming Zilber's Trihotomy onjeture M interprets a pure alge-
braially losed eld if and only if it has a minimal non-loally mod-
ular stable type.
(3) If p ∈ S(M) is minimal, non-trivial and loally modular then for
some ϕ(x) ∈ p and M-denable equivalene relation E with nite
lasses the indued struture on ϕ(x)/E is interpretable in an (or-
dered, if p is unstable) vetor spae over an (ordered) division ring.
It turns out that the right ontext for treating these questions is that of
super-rosy dependent (super-dependent, for short) theories of nite rank.
Motivated by the (by now lassial) work on superstable theories of nite
rank our rst goal is to develop a theory for þ-minimal types. This approah
builds heavily on the fat that super-dependent theories of nite rank admit
a oordinatisation in minimal types (Theorem 1.12).
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The rst task, taken are of in Setion 2, is to develop an appropriate
notion of stability. As easy examples demonstrate (see e.g. [4℄) stability
of denable sets is too strong a notion to be of muh use in the present
setting, and has to be identied on the level of types. Hereditarily stable
types, introdued in [4℄ (though in the ontext of dependent theories they
oinide with the stable types of Lasar and Poizat in [9℄), seem to give
the right dividing line. The key to our analysis is the observation that for
hereditarily stable types forking oinides with þ-forking. The tehnial key
to the present paper is, however:
Theorem. Let p(x, a) ∈ S(Aa) be a stable type in a model of a dependent
rosy theory and assume that p(x) := p(x, a) ↾A is unstable. Then p(x, a)
þ-forks over A.
This theorem assures (among others) that any non-algebrai extension of
a þ-minimal unstable type is unstable. The importane of this last fat in
the present ontext is easier to understand when ombined with the results
from [4℄. To have a leaner desription of these results it will be onvenient
to introdue:
Denition 1.1. Let p ∈ S(A) and B ⊇ A. A type q ∈ S(B) is an almost
extension of p if there is some p ⊆ q′ ∈ S(B) and a B-denable equivalene
relation ∼ with nite lasses suh that q = q′/ ∼.
Reall that a type p is o-minimal if it extends a denable set S linearly
ordered by a denable relation, <, and o-minimal with respet to < together
with the indued struture on S; it is almost o-minimal if it is þ-minimal
and has an o-minimal almost extension. In those terms, Theorem 2 of [4℄
asserts that in a struture denable in an o-minimal theory an unstable type
has either an almost o-minimal extension or a hereditarily stable extension.
Joining these two results together we get that a þ-minimal unstable type p
is almost o-minimal. Now in order to interpret a eld it sues to show
that this o-minimal struture is rih. As ould be expeted, this will happen
preisely when p is a rih type (namely, there exists a large family of þ-urves
in p2).
Somewhat more ompliated than the analysis of the unstable ase is
the treatment of the stable ase. Equipped with the ideology - and the
analogy with stable theories - that in the stable ase geometri omplexity
is ompensated by model theoreti simpliity, we prove:
Theorem. Let p ∈ S(A) be a stable, non-trivial, minimal type. Then p
extends a denable stable stably embedded set.
When p is rih the proof is a straightforward adaptation of Buehler's
Dihotomy theorem. In the loally modular ase the proof is slightly more
ompliated: we adapt Hrushovski's theorem showing that for a loally mod-
ular minimal hereditarily stable type p there exists a minimal hereditarily
stable s 6⊥ p and a type-denable minimal group G0 ating generially on s.
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Pursuing our generalisation of Hrushovski's theorem, we show that G0 has
a denable minimal supergroup and that G has a hereditarily generi stable
type. From this we onlude that G is a stable stably embedded group. This
work takes the better part of Setion 3.
1.1. þ-forking preliminaries. Before proeeding we remind the basi þ-
forking terminology needed to dene the setting we will be working in; all
denitions and fats are taken from [11℄ and [10℄.
Denition 1.2. A formula δ(x, a) strongly divides over A if tp(a/A) is non-
algebrai and {δ(x, a′)}a′|=tp(a/A) is k-inonsistent for some k ∈ N. A formula
δ(x, a) þ-divides over A if there is a tuple c suh that δ(x, a) strongly divides
over Ac.
Standard forking terminology generalises naturally to þ-forking. In par-
tiular, a formula þ-forks over a set A if it implies a nite disjuntion of
formulas þ-dividing over A.
What makes this notions useful is the existene of a large lass of theories,
rosy theories, where non-þ-forking (þ-independene) gives rise to a geometri
notion of independene so, in partiular, symmetri and transitive. The lass
of rosy theories inlude, among others, all simple theories, and more impor-
tantly for our purposes, o-minimal theories and any theory they interpret.
In stable theories þ-independene oinides with forking-independene. In
fat, the following stronger result (Theorem 5.1.1 of [11℄) that we will need
is true in any rosy theory:
Fat 1.3. If ϕ(x, y) satises NOP and there is a ϕ-formula witnessing that
tp(a/bc) forks over c, then there is a ϕ-formula witnessing that tp(a/bc)
þ-forks over c.
We will make ample use of the þ-forking analogues of global ranks dened
in super simple theories: we dene the þ-rank of a formula to be the analogue
of the global rank in simple theories, so that þ(ϕ(x, b)) ≥ α + 1 if there is
ψ(x, c) ⊢ ϕ(x, b) þ-dividing over b with þ(ψ(x, c)) ≥ α. We also dene the
Uþ-rank as the foundation rank of the partial order (on omplete types)
with p <
þ
q dened as p is a þ-forking extension of q. In analogy with
the ase of simple theories, a theory where all types have ordinal valued Uþ-
rank is alled super-rosy. Reall (see e.g. [4℄) that in an o-minimal theory
þ(ϕ(x)) = dimϕ(x) for any formula ϕ(x); in partiular, Uþ(p) = dim p for
all p. It follows that if N is interpretable in an o-minimal theory, N is super-
rosy of nite Uþ-rank and thus þ-independene is a geometri independene
relation.
We an now introdue the main objet of investigation in this paper:
Denition 1.4. A type p is minimal if Uþ(p) = 1. A formula θ is minimal
if þ(θ) = 1. A type p is seriously minimal if it extends a minimal set.
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Our denition of a minimal formula is the analogue of weakly minimal
formulas in the stable ontext. Sine minimal (in stability theoreti termi-
nology) formulas are (þ-)minimal, we have no remorse overriding this termi-
nology. As for minimal types, we will see that stable minimal types (over
algebraially losed sets) are stationary of U-rank 1, and therefore minimal
in the stability theoreti sense as well.
1.2. Coordinatisation. The aim of this subsetion is to show that in super-
rosy theories of nite þ-rank (and so, in partiular those theories inter-
pretable in an o-minimal struture) minimal types ontrol the struture of
the theory, justifying our fousing of the analysis on them. We will prove
that suh theories are oordinatised (in the sense of 4 of [3℄) by þ-minimal
types. Our theorem slightly strengthens a similar unpublished result in [13℄.
For the proof we need a few easy observations, the rst of whih an be found
in [4℄:
Fat 1.5. Let N be denable in an o-minimal struture M, let ϕ(x, b) be
N -denable and let p(x) ∈ SNn (N). Then both þ(ϕ(x, b)) and U
þ(p(x)) are
nite.
From the proof of Lemma 4.7 in [4℄ we get the following:
Fat 1.6. Let a, b be elements and A be a set suh that tp(a/Ab) þ-forks
over A. Then there is some b¯ suh that a |⌣
þ
Ab
b¯ and suh that tp(a/Aab¯)
þ-divides over Ab¯.
and
Fat 1.7. Let a, b be elements and A be a set suh that tp(a/Ab) þ-divides
over A. Then there is some e suh that a |⌣
þ
Ab
e and suh that tp(a/Abe)
strongly divides over Ae. In partiular, Uþ(a/Abe) < Uþ(a/Ae).
We will also need the following result whih, although surprising, follows
immediately from the denition:
Fat 1.8. Let a, b,A be suh that a 6∈ acl(A). Then tp(b/Aa) strongly divides
over A if and only if a ∈ acl(Ab′) for all b′ |= tp(b/Aa).
The following is the tehnial key to oordinatisation:
Lemma 1.9. Let p(x) = tp(a/A) be any type suh that Uþ(p) = n, let b be
suh that tp(a/Ab) þ-divides over A and let Uþ(a/Ab) = m. Then there is
some e suh that a |⌣
þ
A
e, a |⌣
þ
Ab
e and tp(a/Abe) strongly divides over Ae.
Proof. We proeed by indution on n−m. For the ase n−m = 1, Fat 1.7
supplies us with some e suh that a |⌣
þ
Ab
e and tp(a/Abe) strongly divides
over Ae, sine also Uþ(a/Abe) < Uþ(a/Ae) we get:
n− 1 = Uþ(a/Ab) = Uþ(a/Abe) < Uþ(a/Ae) ≤ Uþ(a/A) = n
implying that Uþ(a/Ae) = Uþ(a/A), and the onlusion follows.
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Let a, b,A be as in the statement of the lemma. Let e be as in Fat 1.7.
If a |⌣
þ
A
e we have nothing more to do, so assume a 6 |⌣
þ
A
e.
Claim 1.10. We may assume that tp(a/Ae) þ-divides over A.
Proof. By denition of þ-forking tp(a/Ae) ⊢
∨k
i=1 ϕi(x, ei) with eah ϕi(x, ei)
þ-dividing over A. Let e′ := {e1, . . . ek}; note that if e
′ ≡Ae f then tp(a/Ae) ⊢∨k
i=1 ϕi(x, fi) and eah ϕi(x, fi) þ-divides over A. Hene we may assume that
ab |⌣
þ
Ae
e′ so in partiular, by transitivity, a |⌣
þ
Ab
ee′.
By denition p(x, b, e) := tp(a/Abe) strongly divides over Ae if and only
if
{p(x, b′, e)}b′|=tp(b/Ae)
is k-inonsistent for some k and b 6∈ acl(Ae). Thus,
{p(x, b′, e, e′)}b′|=tp(b/Aee′)
is k-inonsistent. By monotoniity b |⌣
þ
Ae
e′ so b /∈ acl(Aee′) implying that
tp(a/Abee′) strongly divides over Aee′.
Setting e¯ := ee′ we get that a |⌣
þ
Ab
e¯, tp(a/Abe¯) strongly divides over Ae¯
and a þ-divides over A, as required. 
From now on we assume the onlusion of the laim to hold and that
tp(a/Ae) þ-divides over A. By assumption tp(a/Abe) strongly divides over
Ae and a |⌣
þ
Ab
e, so
Uþ(a/A) > Uþ(a/Ae) > Uþ(a/Abe) = m
and Uþ(a/A) − Uþ(a/Ae) < n − m; by the indutive hypothesis there is
some f suh that a |⌣
þ
Ae
f , a |⌣
þ
A
f and tp(a/Aef) strongly divides over Af .
Notie that the same is true if we replae f with f ′ ≡Abe f , whene we may
assume that ab |⌣
þ
Ae
f .
In partiular b 6∈ acl(Aef), so it follows that tp(a/Abe) strong divides over
Aef . We will prove that tp(a/Abf) strong divides over Af , thus ompleting
the proof. By Fat 1.8 it is enough to show that b ∈ acl(Aa′f) whenever
a′ |= tp(a/Abf).
Let a′ |= tp(a/Abf) and let e′ be suh that e′a′ |= tp(ea/Abf); by hypoth-
esis tp(a′/Ae′b) strongly divides over Ae′ and tp(a′/Ae′f) strongly divides
over Af . By Fat 1.8 e′ ∈ acl(Aa′f) and b ∈ acl(Aa′e′); by transitivity
b ∈ acl(Afa′) whih ompletes the proof. 
Denition 1.11. Given a set of types P losed under automorphisms,
tp(a/A) is oordinatised by P if there is a sequene of elements 〈a0, . . . , an〉
with an = a and tp(ai+1/Aa1 . . . ai) ∈ P.
Theorem 1.12. Let T be a rosy theory, p(x) := tp(a/A) a type of Uþ-rank
n. Then there is a non þ-forking extension q := tp(a/E) suh that q is
oordinatised by minimal types. Moreover, we an hoose the oordinatising
sequene 〈a0, . . . , an〉 suh that ai ∈ acl(aE).
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Proof. Let tp(a/A) be as in the statement and let b be any element suh
that p(x, b) = tp(a/Ab) has Uþ-rank 1. Now either Uþ(p) = 1, in whih ase
we have nothing to do or, by Lemma 1.9, we an nd e suh that tp(a/Abe)
is a non þ-forking extension of tp(a/Ab) whih strongly divides over Ae and
suh that a |⌣
þ
A
e.
Sine b ∈ acl(Aea) we know by Lasar's inequalities that Uþ(b/Ae) =
Uþ(a/A)−1 so, indutively, tp(b/Ae) has a non þ-forking extension tp(b/Aef)
whih an be oordinatised by þ-minimal types with a oordinatising se-
quene in acl(bef). By hypothesis b |⌣
þ
Ae
f so we an hoose f so that
ab |⌣
þ
Ae
f .
Sine a |⌣
þ
A
e by transitivity a |⌣
þ
A
ef and any oordinatisation of tp(b/Aef)
extends through tp(a/Abef) to a oordinatisation of tp(a/Aef). Sine we
have b ∈ acl(ae) and by assumption we an oordinatise tp(b/Aef) with
elements from acl(Aefb), the theorem follows. 
2. Hereditarily stable types and þ-forking
This setion is dediated to understanding stable types in dependent theo-
ries. Though several of the results seem to hold without any assumptions on
the theory T , we will assume throughout that T is dependent (unless speif-
ially stated otherwise). We will use standard stability theoreti denitions
and notation from [17℄ (mainly Setion II) and [16℄. The following slightly
strengthens Theorem II-2.2 in [17℄:
Fat 2.1. Let T be any theory (not neessarily dependent). For a type p ∈
S(A) and a formula ϕ(x, y) over C ⊃ A the following are equivalent.
(1) There exists B ⊇ C suh that
|{q ∈ Sϕ(B) : p ∪ q is onsistent}| > |B|
(2) There are innite indisernible sequenes 〈ai〉i∈I in p and 〈bi〉i∈I suh
that |= ϕ(ai, bj) if and only if i < j.
(3) Γp(ϕ, n) is onsistent for any n ∈ N, where
Γp(ϕ, n) := {p(xη) | η ∈ 2
n} ∪ {ϕ(x, yη[k])
η[k] | η ∈ 2n, k < n}
(4) R(p, ϕ,∞) =∞.
(5) R(p, ϕ, 2) = ω.
Where R(p, ϕ,−) are Shelah's loal ranks of [17℄, II.1.
Proof. (2)⇒(1) is standard.
(1)⇒(2) follows from the aforementioned Theorem II-2.2 in [17℄ as follows:
enrih the language by onstants for A. Fix an arbitrary θ(x) ∈ p and replae
ϕ(x, y) by ϕ′ := ϕ(x, y)∧θ(x). By assumption Sϕ′(B) is large for some B. So
by Shelah's theorem there is an innite sequene witnessing that ϕ′ has OP.
But |= ϕ′(an, bm) for m > n implies that |= θ(an) for all n. By ompatness
the laim follows.
The rest are easy adaptations of Lemmas 2.3-2.9(1) in Chapter II of [17℄ 
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Following [9℄ we dene a type p to be stable if p does not satisfy any of
the above onditions for any ϕ(x, y). Also following [9℄, we will say that a
denable (or∞-denable) set X is stable if there are no innite indisernible
sequenes 〈ai〉i∈I in X and 〈bi〉i∈I suh that |= ϕ(ai, bj) if and only if i < j.
An easy appliation of ompatness shows that a set is stable if and only if
every type extending it is stable.
Reall that in [8℄ Keisler dened the stable part of T to be the union of all
those types whose ∆-Cantor-Bendixon rank is nite for all nite ∆. It may
be worth noting that a stable type need not belong to the stable part of the
theory. Consider the struture (Q, <∗) given by
x <∗ y ⇐⇒


x < y < π or
π ≤ x, y ≤ 2π or
2π > x > y
Take a saturated model, and onsider tp(a/Q) for some a |= 1/2 < x < 1/2.
Clearly this last formula is stable and stably embedded so p is a stable type.
But setting ∆ := {x <∗ y} any nite boolean ombination of formulas of the
form x <∗ b has innite <∗-hains so p has innite ∆-rank.
We remind that for a formula ϕ(x, y) (over ∅) a type p ∈ S(A) is ϕ-
denable if there is a formula, denoted dpxϕ(x, y), suh that ϕ(x, a) ∈ p
if and only if |= dpxϕ(x, a) for all a ∈ A. Naturally, p is denable if it is
ϕ-denable for every ϕ. With this terminology the following is Theorem 4.4
of [9℄.
Fat 2.2. Let p ∈ S(M) for some M |= T . The following are equivalent.
(1) p is stable.
(2) p has at most |N |ℵ0 extensions to every model N ≻M of T .
(3) Every extension of p to a model N ≻M of T is denable.
In [4℄ we dened a type p ∈ S(A) to be hereditarily stable if there is no
ϕ(x, y) (not neessarily over A) dening a partial (quasi) order with innite
hains in p. The next fat shows that that in dependent theories being
hereditarily stable is equivalent to being stable.
Fat 2.3. Let T be a dependent theory, A ⊆ M |= T . For p ∈ S(A) the
following are equivalent:
(1) p is not hereditarily stable
(2) There is an indisernible sequene in p whih is not an indisernible
set.
(3) There is ϕ(x, y) and innite indisernible sequenes 〈ai〉i∈I in p and
〈bi〉i∈I suh that |= ϕ(ai, bj) if and only if i < j.
Proof. (1)⇒(2) is obvious from the denition.
(2)⇒(3) is standard (and easily adapts from, e.g. the proof of Theorem II-
2.13 of [17℄).
(3)⇒(1) is due to Shelah, see e.g. Lemma 4.1 of [12℄. 
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Corollary 2.4. In a dependent theory, a type is hereditarily stable if and
only if it is stable.
It should be lear (from our terminology - but also from the denition)
that any extension of a hereditarily stable type is hereditarily stable. It
follows from (1) of Fat 2.1 that an almost extension of a hereditarily stable
type is hereditarily stable.
Sine we work in a dependent theory, we will not make any distintion
between hereditarily stable and stable types, referring to both as stable
types and freely using any of the equivalent properties appearing in the
previous fats. We point out that this terminology is a strit strengthening
of Shelah's denition of stable types in [18℄, but sine Shelah-stable types
will not be used herein, no onfusion an arise. In this spirit, we will dene
a type to be unstable if it is not (hereditarily) stable.
The following is useful and we believe it should be known, but we ould
not nd a referene, so we inlude the proof.
Lemma 2.5. Let p0(x) ∈ S(A0) be a stable extension of a type p(x) ∈ S(A)
(for some A ⊆ A0) whih is unstable. Then p0(x) forks over A.
Proof. By Fat 2.3 we know there is a set B ⊇ A, a B-indisernible sequene
〈bi〉i∈Q of realizations of p and a B-denable transitive relation ≤ suh that
bi ≤ bj if and only if i ≤ j. Let b |= p0. Sine tp(bi/A) = tp(b/A) = p, we
may assume - possibly hanging B - that b1/2 = b so that b0 ≤ x ≤ b1 is
onsistent with p(x, a).
Beause p0 is stable there an only be nitely many n ∈ Z for whih
{bn ≤ x ≤ bn+1} ∪ p0(x) is onsistent (otherwise, for eah n suh that it is
onsistent we an nd dn witnessing it, showing that ≤ has innite hains
in p0). It follows that p0(x) ⊢ bn ≤ x ≤ bn+r for some n ∈ Z, r ∈ N. Sine ≤
is a quasi order and the bi form a ≤-hain it follows that
{bn+kr ≤ x ≤ bn+(k+1)r}r∈Z
is 2-inonsistent showing that p0(x) divides (and thus forks) over A. 
The following laim is an easy appliation of ompatness and Fat 2.3,
left as an exerise:
Claim 2.6. Let p ∈ S(A) be a stable type and ϕ(x, y) any formula. Then
there exists θ(x) ∈ p suh that ϕ(x, y) ∧ θ(x) has NOP.
Lemma 2.7. Let q(x) ∈ S(B) be an extension of a stable type p(x) ∈ S(A)
with A ⊂ B. Then, q(x) forks over A if and only if q(x) þ-forks over A.
Proof. Any instane of þ-forking is, by denition, an instane of forking. So
we only need to prove the other diretion.
Assume q ⊇ p is a forking extension. By denition there is some ϕ(x, b) ∈ q
forking over A. Let θ(x) ∈ p(x) be as provided by the previous laim. Then
θ(x)∧ϕ(x, y) forks over A and, sine it also has NOP, it follows by Fat 1.3
that q is a þ-forking extension of p, as required. 
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Corollary 2.8. Let p(x) ∈ S(A) be a stable type. If p ∈ S(A) has ordinal
valued Uþ-rank then Uþ(p) = U(p). In partiular, if p is stable and þ-minimal
then U(p) = 1.
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 2.7 and the denitions of U-
rank and Uþ-rank. 
The upoming proofs involve some loal results from stability theory. The
following are, respetively, Lemma 2.10 and Lemma 2.11 in [15℄.
Fat 2.9. Let δ(x, y) be a formula satisfying NOP, let q(x) ∈ Sδ(B) and let
p(x) = q(x) ↾ A for some A ⊆ B. Then the following hold:
Denability of non forking extensions: q(x) does not fork over A
if and only if the δ-denition of q(x) is almost over A.
Open mapping theorem: q(x) does not fork over A if and only if
for every θ(x, b) ∈ q(x) there is some σ(x) ∈ p(x) whih is a positive
boolean ombination of A-onjugates of θ(x, a).
In partiular, we an strengthen Corollary 2.8:
Lemma 2.10. Let p ∈ S(A) be a stable type in a dependent rosy theory, q ⊇
p a non-forking extension. Then þ(p) = þ(q). If in addition þ(p) = α < ∞
then onverse is also true.
Proof. Let þ(q) = α (possibly α = ∞). By denition there is ϕ(x, b) ∈ q
with þ(ϕ(x, b)) = α; by Claim 2.6 we may assume ϕ(x, y) has NOP. Thus,
by Fat 2.9 there is a formula σ(x) ∈ p, whih is a positive Boolean ombi-
nation of A-translates of ϕ(x, b). Sine it is always true that þ(θ1 ∨ θ2) =
max{þ(θ1),þ(θ2))} and þ(θ1 ∧ θ2) ≤ min{þ(θ1),þ(θ2))} we must have that
þ(σ) ≤ þ(ψ), and sine þ(p) ≥ þ(q) is always true equality follows.
For the other diretion assume that q was a forking extension of p. In
that ase we ould nd ψ ∈ q witnessing it. Moreorver, we ould hoose ψ
so that þ(ψ) = α and, for any ϕ ∈ p we ould also require that ψ → ϕ. In
partiular, we an hoose ϕ suh that þ(ϕ) = α. But on the other hand, by
denition of þ-rank, all this would imply þ(ϕ) ≥ α+ 1, a ontradition. 
We an also show that stable types over algebraially losed sets are
stationary (Lemma 2.11 below). This was generalised by Usvyatsov ([19℄)
and independently in [7℄ showing that Shelah-stable types over algebraially
losed sets are stationary. We inlude the proof for ompleteness:
Lemma 2.11. Let A = acl(A), p ∈ S(A) stable, and p ⊆ q ∈ S(B) a non
forking extension. Then q is denable over A; in partiular q is the unique
non forking extension of p to B.
Proof. Let ϕ(x, b) ∈ q. By Claim 2.6 there exists θ(x) ∈ p suh that
θ(x) ∧ ϕ(x, y) has NOP. Note that c |= dpx(ϕ(x, y)) if and only if c |=
(dpx)(ϕ(x, y) ∧ θ), so we may assume that ϕ(x, y) has NOP. The result now
follows from Fat 2.9. 
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In [4℄ we proved that in any theory interpretable in an o-minimal struture,
any unstable type p either has an o-minimal almost extension (see Denition
1.1) or has a non-algebrai stable extension; in partiular, if every stable
almost extension of p is algebrai, then the former option must hold. In
Theorem 2.15 we prove that this is, in fat, the ase with minimal unstable
types in a rosy theory (this will be disussed in more detail in Setion 4).
The key to the proof of Theorem 2.15 is: .
Lemma 2.12. Let M be the model of a rosy theory, let A = acl(A) and
p(x, a) ∈ S(Aa) be stable (a possibly an innite tuple). If p(x, a) does not
þ-fork over A then it is denable over acl(A).
For the proof we need the following, whih is Lemma 4.1.11 of [11℄:
Fat 2.13. Let p(x, a) and p(x, b) be non þ-forking extensions of p(x) ∈ S(A)
with a |⌣
þ
A
b. Then there is some b′ |= tp(b/A) suh that p(x, a) ∪ p(x, b′)
does not þ-fork over A and a |⌣
þ
A
b′.
Proof of Lemma 2.12. Let p(x, a) be as in the statement, ϕ(x, y) any for-
mula, and ψ(y, a) := (dp(x,a)x)ϕ(x, y), the ϕ-denition of p(x, a).
By Fat 2.13 there is some b |= tp(a/A) suh that a |⌣
þ
A
b and p(x, a) ∪
p(x, b) does not þ-fork over A; in partiular it does not þ-fork over Aa and
therefore has a ompletion q ∈ S(Aba) whih does not þ-fork over Aa. By
Lemma 2.7 q does not fork over Aa.
It follows from Lemma 2.11 that q is denable over acl(Aa). By symmetry
q is also denable over acl(Ab). Therefore |= (∀y)(ψ(y, a) ⇐⇒ ψ(y, b)). So
if we dene
z ≃ w ⇐⇒ ∀y(ψ(y, z)↔ ψ(y,w))
we get that [b]≃ ∈ acl(Aa) and [a]≃ ∈ acl(Ab). Sine tp(a/Ab) is non al-
gebrai (otherwise a ∈ acl(A) and we have nothing to do) it has innitely
many realizations so {w | a ≃ w} is innite.
Let e := [a]≃; if e ∈ acl(A) the lemma follows, so assume towards a
ontradition that e 6∈ acl(A). By denition the formula  [x]≃ = e 2-þ-
divides over A so in partiular it witnesses that a 6 |⌣
þ
A
e. But b |= p with
a |⌣
þ
A
b and e ∈ acl(Ab) so a |⌣
þ
A
e, a ontradition. 
Remark 2.14. It may be tempting to try and prove the last lemma using
Claim 2.6 in a stronger way than we have (p(x, a) is stable and non þ-
forking over A and therefore non-forking over A), but we have to be areful:
if ϕ(x, a) ∈ p(x, a) forks over A (for some ϕ(x, y) over A) Claim 2.6 provides
us with a formula θ(x) ∈ p(x, a) (that is over Aa) suh that θ(x) ∧ ϕ(x, y)
has NOP. This will not tell us anything about the behaviour of ϕ(x, y) over
A.
This shows that while Claim 2.6 is useful when trying to understand fork-
ing relations between a stable type and its extensions, understanding de-
nability and forking relations between a stable type and its restritions
requires more subtlety.
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The main result of this setion is now easy to prove, and will be useful
later on:
Theorem 2.15. Let p(x, a) ∈ S(Aa) be a stable type in a model of a de-
pendent rosy theory and assume that p(x) := p(x, a) ↾A is unstable. Then
p(x, a) þ-forks over A.
Proof. Let p(x, a) be a stable type, ϕ(x, y) any formula over A and assume
towards a ontradition that p(x, a) does not þ-fork over A. By Lemma 2.11
p(x, a) has a ϕ-denition over acl(Aa) and by Lemma 2.12 this denition is
over acl(A). So ϕ(x, b) ∈ p if and only if b |= (dpx)ϕ(x, y); sine (dpx)ϕ(x, y)
is over acl(A) and ϕ(x, y) was arbitrary it follows that p(x, a) does not fork
over acl(A). But by assumption p(x) is unstable. This ontradits Fat
2.5. 
As a rst appliation of the above theorem we get:
Theorem 2.16. Let p ∈ S(A) be any type of nite Uþ-rank in a dependent
rosy theory. Then p is stable if and only if some (equivalently, any) non
þ-forking q ⊇ p is oordinatised by stable types.
Proof. Let a |= p. By Theorem 1.12 there is a non þ-forking extension
tp(a/E) of p whih is oordinatised by a sequene 〈a0, . . . , an〉 suh that
tp(ai+1/Aa1 . . . ai) is minimal and ai ∈ acl(Ea). It is now easy to hek
(using Fat 2.1) that tp(a/E) is stable if and only if tp(ai+1/Aa1 . . . ai) is
for all i. But Theorem 2.15 implies that tp(a/E) is stable if and only if
tp(a/A) is, so the theorem follows. 
In partiular we get:
Corollary 2.17. A super-dependent theory T of nite rank is stable if and
only if every þ-minimal type in T is stable (if and only if every þ-minimal
type in T has U-rank one).
In a rosy theory the notion of orthogonality and hene also that of þ-
regular types are naturally dened. In super-rosy theories every type is
domination equivalent to the sum (in the appropriate sense) of þ-regular
types. It is therefore natural to ask:
Question 2.18. Let T be a super-dependent theory. Is T stable if and only
if every þ-regular type in T is stable ?
3. The geometry of minimal types.
In this setion we develop the basi geometri theory of minimal types.
We show that minimal stable types behave in many ways like minimal types
in stable theories. This is explained by the main result of this setion, prov-
ing that a non-trivial minimal stable type (as always, in a super-dependent
theory) is seriously stable.
As usual, denable families of plane urves play a ruial role in the anal-
ysis:
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Denition 3.1. Let θ be a minimal formula.
(1) A plane urve (with respet to θ) is a minimal subset of θ2. If Φ ⊆ θ2
is type-denable, a plane urve C(x, y) (with respet to θ) is through
Φ if there is some b¯ |= Φ ∪ {C(x, y)} suh that b¯ /∈ acl(A) for some
A over whih C(x, y) is dened.
(2) A denable family of plane urves {θc : c |= ψ} is almost normal at
the (∞-)denable Φ ⊆ θ2 if for all c |= ψ there are nitely many
c′ |= ψ suh that {θc ∧ θc′} ∪ Φ is non-algebrai.
(3) If θ ∈ p then {θc : c |= ψ} is almost normal at p if it is almost normal
at p(x)× p(y).
Denition 3.2. A minimal type p ∈ S(A0) is:
Trivial: if b ∈ acl(Aa1, . . . , an) ⇐⇒ b ∈
⋃
acl(Aai) for every set of
parameters A0 ⊆ A and every a1 . . . , an, b |= p.
Loally modular: if there is a set C ⊇ A0 suh that
a1 . . . , an |⌣
A∩B
b1 . . . bm
for all a1 . . . an,b1 . . . , bm |= p with A = acl(Ca1, . . . , an) and B =
acl(Cb1, . . . , bm).
Rih: if it is seriously minimal and there exist a nite set A0 ⊆ A, an
element b |= p with b |⌣
þ
A0
A and an A-denable family F of plane
urves (almost) normal at p, suh that {f ∈ F : (b, b) ∈ f} is innite.
To make the statements in this paper leaner loally modular will always
mean loally modular and non-trivial.
We will use the following easy observations whih we leave for the reader
to verify:
Remark 3.3. Let p be a seriously minimal type, then:
(1) If p is rih and q ⊇ p is a non-algebrai extension then q is rih.
(2) If p ∈ S(A) is rih (resp. non-trivial) and A0 ⊆ A then p ↾ A0 is rih
(non-trivial).
(3) If p is non-trivial it has a global non-trivial extension (see also the
proof of Theorem 3 of [5℄).
(4) Every non-algebrai extension of a non-trivial type is non-trivial.
A loally modular type annot be rih, but it is not lear to us whether,
in general, any minimal non-loally modular type is rih. The problem lies
in the existene of normal families in ontexts where there is no obvious
andidate for the notion of germ (this problem does not exist for stable, or
even Shelah-stable types).
Remark 3.4. If T is o-minimal then a global non trivial minimal type is
rih if and only if it is not loally modular.
Proof. Note that for any M |= T a type p ∈ Sn(M) is minimal if and only
if dim p = 1 if and only if p is seriously minimal. Moreover, if θ(x) ∈ p
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is a minimal formula, we may assume without loss that the set it denes
is denably isomorphi to an open interval in M . Translating everything
through this denable isomorphism, the analysis of minimal types in M
redues to the analysis of non-algebrai 1-types. Naming a small model of
T we may assume that acl(∅) |= T .
So let p be a non trivial global 1-type, p0 := p ↾ acl(∅) and a |= p0. If p is
rih then by the previous remark so is p0 and therefore a is of type (Z3) in
the sense of [14℄, namely on every denable interval I ∋ a there is a denable
normal family of plane urves of dimension at least 2. In that ase there is
some interval I ∋ a and a T -denable eld on I, and p annot be loally
modular. On the other hand, if p is not rih neither is p0 so a is of type (Z2)
(beause it is not trivial) and therefore there is a denable interval I ∋ a
suh that the struture indued on I is linear, and every type extending I
is loally modular. Sine p is a global type extending I it must be loally
modular. 
Observe that the last proof atually shows that any rih type is not lo-
ally modular and that, in fat, a non-rih type over an ℵ1-saturated model
is loally modular. We believe that a diret proof (not using the trihotomy
theorem for o-minimal strutures) of Remark 3.4 should exist, possibly giv-
ing the result unonditionally (namely for all 1-types, not neessarily over
slightly saturated models). Despite this deieny, this result gives us a
somewhat leaner statement of the Trihotomy theorem for o-minimal stru-
tures:
Theorem 3.5 (Peterzil-Starhenko). Let T be an o-minimal struture and
p a global 1-type, then exatly one of the following hold:
(1) p is trivial.
(2) p is loally modular and not trivial, in whih ase it is the generi type
of a redut, V, of an ordered vetor spae over an ordered division
ring and V is denable.
(3) p is a generi type of a denable real losed eld.
Remark 3.6. The analogue of Remark 3.4 for minimal sets in stable theories
is well known (see Subsetion 1.2.3 of [16℄). Being loal in nature, the proof
automatially extends to seriously minimal stable types (over algebraially
losed sets) in the present ontext, beause of the uniqueness of non-forking
extensions. Consequently if p(x) is a non loally modular seriously minimal
stable type there is some formula (over some loalisation of p at a generi e)
ϕ(x1, x2; y1, y2) suh that for any b1, b2 |= p
⊗2
and c1, c2 of p× p if c¯ 6∈ acl(b¯)
then there are innitely many elements in ϕ(x1, x2; b1, b2) △ ϕ(x1, x2; c1, c2)
realizing p× p. In partiular,
{∃y(¬ϕ(x, y; b1, b2) ∨ ¬ϕ(x, y; c1, c2))} ∪ p
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is a non algebrai (and therefore the) non forking extension of p(x). By the
uniqueness of the non-forking extension,
p(x) ∪ {∃y (ϕ (x, y; b1, b2) ∧ ϕ (x, y; c1, c2))}
is algebrai.
The rest of this paper is devoted to proving a partial analogue of the
trihotomy of Theorem 3.5 for theories interpretable in o-minimal strutures,
though most of the work will be done in the more general ontext of minimal
types in super-dependent theories.
3.1. The geometry of minimal stable types. The geometri analysis of
minimal (and, more generally, regular types) is a powerful tool in the investi-
gation of stable theories. In this setion we show that the basi results of this
analysis remain valid for minimal stable types in dependent rosy theories.
Indeed (a posteriori) this is not surprising, as we will show that in the ge-
ometrially non-trivial ase minimal stable types are seriously stable. Most
of the proofs in this setion vary between automati and straightforward
adaptations of the orresponding ones in the stable ontext.
Our rst step is a generalisation of a theorem of Buehler (see 1.3.1 of
[16℄):
Proposition 3.7. If p ∈ S(A) is a minimal non-trivial stable type in a
super-dependent theory. Then p(x) is seriously minimal.
Proof. Let p be as in the statement of the proposition. By a standard argu-
ment we an redue a minimal example of non-triviality of p(x) to a denable
extension p1 ⊇ p and realizations a, b, c |= p1 pairwise independent. We an
also nd a formula ϕ(x, y, z) realized by a, b, c and suh that a′ ∈ acl(b′c′),
b′ ∈ acl(c′a′) and c′ ∈ acl(a′b′) for any a′, b′, c′ |= ϕ(x, y, z). By the Open
Mapping Theorem, as p1 is a (stable) non-forking extension of p if ψ ∈ p1
is minimal there is σ ∈ p whih is a nite positive Boolean ombination of
A-translates of ψ, and therefore itself minimal. Thus it is enough to prove
the laim for p1; to simplify the notation we will assume that p = p1.
Notie that if some extension of p to acl(A) is seriously stable then so must
be p. We an therefore assume without loss of generality that A = acl(A).
By Fat 4.4 in [2℄ there exists α < ∞ suh that þ(p) = α and there is
θ(x) ∈ p(x) with þ(θ(x)) = α. Let
χ(x, y) := ∃z(ϕ(x, y, z) ∧ θ(z))
and let ψ(y) be the χ-denition of tp(a/Ab); by Claim 2.11 ψ is over A, and
learly |= ψ(b). We will prove that þ(ψ(y)) = 1; i.e. Uþ(b′/A) ≤ 1 for all
b′ |= ψ. So let b′ |= ψ(y) and a′ |= tp(a/Ab)|b′ .
By denition |= χ(a′, b′) whih implies the existene of c′ |= ϕ(a′, b′, z) ∧
θ(z). Sine tp(a′/Ab′)|A = tp(a
′/A) Claim 2.8 gives α = þ(a′/A) = þ(a′/Ab′).
On the other hand a′ ∈ acl(c′b′A) and c′ ∈ acl(a′b′A) so Proposition 4.6 in
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[2℄ gives:
α = þ(a′/A) = þ(a′/Ab′) = þ(c′/Ab′) ≤ þ(c′/A) ≤ α.
Therefore þ(c′/Ab′) = þ(c′/A) and by 2.10 c′ |⌣
þ
A
b′; it follows that
Uþ(b′/A) = Uþ(b′/Ac′) = Uþ(a′/Ac′) ≤ Uþ(a′/A) = 1.

Remark 3.8. Easy examples (see [4℄) show that the results of the last propo-
sition are best possible. Trivial minimal stable types exist in theories where
all denable sets are unstable.
With this in hand, our aim is to show that non-trivial minimal stable types
are seriously stable. The work splits between the loally modular ase - to
whih the key is Hrushovski's lassiation of loally modular regular types
- and the non loally modular ase, whih is solved by Buehler's dihotomy
for minimal types.
We start with Hrushovski's group reognition theorem in the loally mod-
ular ase. Although the proof translates word for word into the present
ontext, we give a general overview. This is done not only for the sake of
ompleteness and the lariation of a few deliate points in the translation,
but mostly beause we nd it worthwhile pointing out tools appearing in the
proof, available in the present ontext, and potentially useful in the future.
Reall that if p is a stable type and f a denable funtion whose domain
ontains p then the germ of f at p is the lass of f under the (denable on
families of denable funtions) equivalene relation h ∼ g if h(a) = g(a) for
all a |= p|h, g. Note that for a stable type p in a dependent rosy theory, if
g is a germ, a |= p|g then g(a) is well dened (i.e. does not depend on the
hoie of the representative).
The rst step is nding a type p0 (of whih p is an almost extension), and
an invertible germ with domain p0:
Lemma 3.9. Let p be a minimal stable type in a dependent rosy theory.
Assume that p is loally modular and non-trivial. Then there is a type p0 of
whih p is an almost extension, a type q0 and an invertible germ σ : p0 → q0
suh that the type of σ is minimal and stable.
Proof. We give some details of the proof. The key in the translation of the
present lemma into our ontext is noting that p is an almost extension of p0
(and therefore the latter, as well as tp(σ), are stable).
Adding onstants to the language and extending p aordingly we may as-
sume that in fat p is modular. Sine it is non-trivial we an nd (a1, a2, e),
pairwise independent realizations of p, suh that (a1, a2, e) is not indepen-
dent. Obviously, q := stp(a1, a2/e) is stable so we an nd (b1, b2) |= q|a1a2.
By modularity we an nd d, d1 |= p suh that d ∈ acl(a1, b2) ∩ acl(a2, b1)
and d1 ∈ acl(a1, b1) ∩ acl(d, e). Replaing d1 with the ode of the (-
nite) set of its onjugates over (a1, a2, b1, b2) we may assume that d ∈
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dcl(a1, a2, b1, b2). By a similar argument, we may assume without loss that
(d, d1) ∈ dcl(a1, a2, b1, b2, e).
Let d¯ = (d, d1), a¯ = (a1, a2) and b¯ = (b1, b2). Set p0 := tp(b¯/e) and note
that p (or rather, its non-forking extension) is an almost extension of p0
(divide by the equivalene relation (b1, b2) ∼ (b
′
1, b
′
2) if b1 = b
′
1). So we an
nd an e-denable funtion f suh that d¯ = f(a¯, b¯). Dene an equivalene
relation x1 ∼R x2 if f(y, x1) = f(y, x2) for y |= p¯|ex1x2. By stability of p0
this is a denable equivalene relation, and beause f(a¯, b¯′) = d¯ implies that
b¯′ ∈ acl(b¯) it has nite lasses (on realizations of p0). This gives us a family
of invertible germs f(y, x) from p0/ ∼R to r0 := stp(d¯/e). Setting σ to be
the germ of f(x, b¯′) for a generi b¯′ |= p0 the lemma is proved, and sine σ is
interalgebrai with b¯′ (over e) we also get the stability of tp(σ/e). 
Now that the ground is set, and we do no longer have to hange the types
with whih we are working, the rest of the proof translates automatially.
We remind the remaining stages in the proof. Denote s0 := stp(σ/e) and
s := stp(τ−1σ/e) for τ |= s|σ. Observe that s is a stable type: s0 is stable
- p is an almost extension of s0 - and therefore so is s
−1
0 , and also any type
extending s0(x) × s
−1
0 (y). We get a olletion of germs of permutations of
p0 forming a generi semi-group on p0:
Lemma 3.10. s is a stable type and U(s/e) = 1. Moreover, if σ1, σ2 are
independent realizations of s then σ1σ2 |= s|σi.
One this is noted, the Hrushovski-Weil onstrution of the group of germs
out of a generi semigroup (on a stationary stable type) goes through almost
unaltered, and we get:
Proposition 3.11. Let p be a stable type in a dependent rosy theory. Assume
that p is stationary and that there exists a denable partial binary funtion
∗ suh that a ∗ b is dened for independent a, b |= p and satisfying:
(1) ∗ is generially transitive.
(2) a ∗ b |= p|a and a ∗ b |= p|b for generi a, b |= p.
Then there exists a denable group (G, ·) and a denable embedding of p into
G suh that for independent a, b the image of a ∗ b is the G-produt of the
images of a, b. Moreover, if p is minimal, G an be taken minimal.
The proof of Proposition 3.11 (in the stbale setting) is usually ahieved
in two parts. In the rst an ∞-denable (semi) group with the desired
properties is onstruted, and then it is shown that an ∞-denable group
has a denable supergroup. In the present ase, nding the ∞-denable
semi-group G0 is a word by word translation of the original proof. To show
that it is in fat a group and to get the denable supergroup G ≥ G0 we
need to show that G0 is stable, allowing us to use Hrushovski's original
onstrution of G (Proposition 1.2 of [6℄). That both G0 and G obtained
above are stable, will follow from Lemma 3.14 building on work in [1℄. We
start with some basi denitions and fats from that paper.
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Denition 3.12. Let (G, ·) be a rosy group. A type p(x) ∈ S(A) extending
G(x) is þ-generi if a · b |⌣
þA, b and b · a |⌣
þA, b whenever a, b |= G with
a |= p and a |⌣
þ
A
b.
The following are the basi fats about þ-generi types whih an be found
in Lemma 1.12 and Theorem 1.16 in [1℄.
Fat 3.13. Let (G, ·) be a rosy group dened over ∅. Then the following
hold.
(1) For any A there is a þ-generi type of G over A.
(2) Let a, b ∈ G. If tp(a/A) is þ-generi and b ∈ acl(A) then tp(a · b/A)
is þ-generi.
(3) If p ∈ S(A), B ⊆ A, and tp(a/A) is þ-generi then so is tp(a/B).
(4) If a |⌣
þ
A
b and tp(a/A) is þ-generi, then so is tp(a/A, b).
Lemma 3.14. Let (G, ·) be a rosy dependent type-denable group. Then the
following are equivalent.
(1) Some þ-generi type p(x) of G is stable.
(2) Every type p(x) extending G is stable.
(3) G is stable.
In partiular, If G is a super dependent group then G is super stable if
and only if some þ-generi type of G is stable.
Proof. By denition and ompatness a type-denable set in a dependent
theory is stable if and only if every omplete type extending it is stable,
implying that (2) is equivalent to (3). The fat that (2) implies (1) is imme-
diate.
Suppose now that (1) holds. We may assume that G is over ∅; let p(x) be
a þ-generi stable type extending G, and let q(x) be any type extending G.
Replaing p(x) with a non-þ-forking extension we may assume, by Theorem
2.15, that p and q are over the same set of parameters, A.
Let a |= p and let b |= q be suh that a |⌣
þ
A
b. By Fat 3.13 tp(a/A, b) is
þ-generi and, sine a and ab are interdenable over A, b, tp(a · b/A, b) is a
stable þ-generi type of G over A, b. But a · b |⌣
þ
A
b by hypothesis, so using
Fat 3.13 and Theorem 2.15, we get that tp(a · b/A) is a þ-generi stable
type of G whih implies that tp(a · b/A, a) is stable.
Sine a·b and a are interdenable over Aa, tp(b/Aa) is stable; by symmetry
b |⌣
þ
A
a so Theorem 2.15 implies that tp(b/A) is a stable type.

Thus, we have shown that Hrushovki's proof of the group reognition
theorem for loally modular minimal types translates to minimal stable types
in dependent theories. This allows us to prove that, in fat, the analysis of
non-trivial loally modular types in dependent theories redues to the same
analysis in stable theories:
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Proposition 3.15. A stable minimal non trivial loally modular type is se-
riously stable.
Proof. Let p(x) be a stable non trivial loally modular type. Let p0 be as
provided by Lemma 3.9, so p0 is minimal and stable and so is s, the type
appearing in Lemma 3.10. Applying Proposition 3.11 to s we nd that there
is (using Lemma 3.10 again) a denable minimal group G and a denable
embedding of s into G, so G has a non-algebrai stable type. By Lemma 3.14
G is stable, so s is seriously stable (beause its embedding in G is). Sine
orthogonality makes sense (in any theory) between invariant (over small sets)
types, it is lear that p 6⊥ s. Beause both are stable, forking is equivalent
to þ-forking, so minimality implies that there is a denable nite-to-nite
orrespondene between p and s. Thus, s is seriously stable if and only if p
is, with the desired onlusion. 
Remark 3.16. Most of the above translates quite easily to the more gen-
eral ontext of stable stably embedded loally modular regular types in any
theory. In partiular, Hrushovski's onstrution, given a loally modular reg-
ular p, of a type-denable group with generi type domination equivalent to
p easily goes through (as was pointed out to us by Hrushovski, one only has
to notie that all the parameters appearing in the proof an be taken from
dcl(P ) - where P is the set of realisations of p). As we do not have in mind
an immediate appliation of this observation we do not give the details.
We are now ready to prove the main result of this setion:
Theorem 3.17. Let p ∈ S(A) be a non-trivial stable minimal type. Then p
is seriously stable and seriously minimal.
Proof. Sine we already proved the theorem for the ase where p is loally
modular, we will assume this is not the ase.
The proof is rather lose to that of Proposition 2.3.2 in [16℄. However,
sine some are is needed in the usage of both forking and þ-forking we give
the details.
Beause p is stable and any extension of p to acl(A) is non-forking, it
follows (by the Open Mapping Theorem) that the theorem holds of p if and
only if it holds of some (equivalently any) extension of p to acl(A). Thus,
we may assume without loss of generality that A = acl(A) (or, equivalently,
that p is stationary). By Proposition 3.7 we know that p is seriously minimal
so there is some formula µ(x) ∈ p(x) of þ-rank 1. It follows from the above
disussion and Remark 3.6 that we have a formula ϕ(x¯, y¯) = ϕ(x1, x2, y1, y2)
over A suh that:
(1) Without loss of generality ϕ(x¯, y¯)→ (µ(x1)∧µ(x2)∧µ(y1)∧µ(y2)). In
partiular, if |= ϕ(a¯, b¯) then Uþ(a¯/A) ≤ þ(a¯/A) ≤ 2 and Uþ(b¯/A) ≤
þ(b¯/A) ≤ 2.
(2) For c¯, b¯ |= p× p if b¯ is generi and p ∪ {∃y(ϕ(x, y, b¯) ∧ ϕ(x, y, c¯))} is
a non forking extension of p(x) then c¯ ∈ acl(Ab¯).
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(3) For any a¯, b¯ if |= ϕ(a¯, b¯) then ai ∈ acl(Aa3−ib¯) and bi ∈ acl(Aa¯b3−i)
for i ∈ {1, 2}. So by (1) we have
Uþ(b¯/Aa¯) ≤ þ(b¯/Aa¯) ≤ 1
and
Uþ(a¯/Ab¯) ≤ þ(a¯/Ab¯) ≤ 1.
Let B ⊇ A be any algebraially losed set. Fix some b1 |= p(x)|B and
b2 |= p|Bb1 - the denable extension of p to Bb1 - and denote b¯ = (b1, b2). We
an now proeed as in Proposition 2.3.2 of [16℄ and prove that ϕ(x1, x2, b¯)
has nitely many non algebrai (global) extensions and therefore has Morley
rank 1.
Claim I. If a¯ |= ϕ(x¯, b¯) and a¯ 6∈ acl(Bb¯) then Uþ(a¯/B) = 2 and Uþ(b¯/Ba¯) =
1.
Proof. By assumptions we know that Uþ(a¯/Bb¯) ≥ 1 and by previous obser-
vations Uþ(a¯/Bb¯) ≤ 1 so Uþ(a¯/Bb¯) = 1 and, being stable, this implies that
U(a¯/Bb¯) = 1. By assumption U(b¯/B) = 2 while U(b¯/Ba¯) ≤ 1 so b¯ 6 |⌣B a¯.
Sine tp(b¯/B) is stable, this implies b¯ 6 |⌣
þ
B
a¯ so
2 ≥ Uþ(a¯/B) ≥ Uþ(a¯/Bb¯) + 1 ≥ 2.
This proves the rst part of the laim. For the seond part, using Lasar's
inequalities:
Uþ(b¯/B) + Uþ(a¯/Bb¯) = Uþ(a¯b¯/B) = Uþ(a¯/B) + Uþ(b¯/Ba¯)
But Uþ(b¯/B) + Uþ(a¯/Bb¯) = 3 and Uþ(a¯/B) = 2 so Uþ(b¯/Ba¯) = 1. 
Claim II. Suppose that a¯ |= ϕ(x, b¯), a¯ /∈ acl(Bb¯) and let c¯ |= tp(b¯/Ba¯)|Bb¯a¯
(so that |= ϕ(a¯, b¯) ∧ ϕ(a¯, c¯)). Then c¯ |⌣
þ
B
b¯.
Proof. Notie that c¯ /∈ acl(Bb¯) so we know a¯ ∈ acl(Bb¯c¯). On the other hand,
by Claim I:
Uþ(a¯b¯c¯/B) = Uþ(a¯/B) + Uþ(b¯/Ba¯) + Uþ(c¯/Ba¯b¯) = 2 + 1 + 1
so
4 = Uþ(c¯/B) + Uþ(b¯/Bc¯) + Uþ(a¯/Bb¯c¯) = 2 + Uþ(b¯/Bc¯) + 0.
whene Uþ(b¯/Bc¯) = 2 as required. 
Let c¯ |= tp(b¯/B)|Bb¯ and let
Pc¯ := {tp(a¯/ acl(Bb¯)) : |= ϕ(a¯, b¯) ∧ ϕ(a¯, c¯)}.
Notie that Pc¯ is nite by assumption, and by stationarity of tp(b¯/B) inde-
pendent of the hoie of c¯, so will be denoted P .
Now let a¯ |= ϕ(x¯, b¯) be suh that a¯ /∈ acl(Bb¯) and d¯ |= tp(b¯/Ba¯)|Bb¯a¯.
We get that tp(d¯/B) = tp(c¯/B) and the last laim assures that d¯ |⌣
þ
B
b¯.
By stationarity tp(d¯/Bb¯) = tp(c¯/Bb¯) so a¯ |= ϕ(x¯, b¯) ∧ ϕ(x¯, d¯). Beause P
does not depend on the hoie of c¯ we get that tp(a¯/Bb¯) ∈ P . Sine a¯ was
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arbitrary this shows that for any global þ-minimal type q(x¯) ⊇ {ϕ(x¯, b¯)},
the restrition q ↾ acl(Bb¯) is in P .
So ϕ(x¯, b¯) has nitely many non-algebrai extensions to acl(Bb¯). It will be
enough, of ourse, to show that ϕ(x¯, b¯) denes a stable set and has Morley
rank 1 (beause then, obviously, so will be its projetion on any of the
oordinates).
If we write ϕ(x¯, b¯) as ϕ(x, y, b¯) and ψ(x, b¯) := ∃yϕ(x, y, b¯) then ψ(x, b¯) ∈
p|Bb¯ and ψ(x, b) has nitely many extensions to acl(Bb¯). Sine ψ(x, b¯) ∈
p|Bb¯) it follows that there is some θ(x) ∈ p whih is a nite positive Boolean
ombination of A-translates of ψ(x, b¯), namely θ(x) ≡
∨
l
∧
k ψ(x, b¯l,k). By
what we have shown, eah of ψ(x, b¯l,k) has nitely many ompletions in
acl(Bb¯l,k) so θ(x) has nitely many ompletions in B. Sine B was arbitrary,
2.3 implies that θ(x) is stable. Sine it only has nitely many generi types,
it must be of nite Morley rank. 
4. minimal types in theories interpretable in o-minimal
strutures
We an now ollet the results of Setion 3, together with the main re-
sults of [4℄ to give our (inomplete) version of Theorem 3.5 for strutures
interpretable in o-minimal theories:
Theorem 4.1. Let M be a struture denable in an o-minimal theory. As-
sume M is ℵ1-saturated and let p(x) ∈ S1(M) be a minimal non-trivial type
then:
• If p(x) is unstable it is it is almost o-minimal. Moreover, if p(x) is
rih it has an almost extension extending a real losed eld. Oth-
erwise, any o-minimal almost extension of p(x) is denable in an
ordered vetor spae over an ordered division ring.
• If p(x) is stable it is seriously stable. In partiular, if it is not loally
modular it is strongly minimal. Otherwise there exists a stable mini-
mal type-denable group G ating regularly on some minimal s 6⊥ p.
Reall that in [5℄ we onjetured that Zilber's Priniple (asserting, roughly,
that rih strutures must arise from denable elds) holds in any geomet-
ri struture interpretable in an o-minimal theory. Restriting ourselves to
strutures denable in o-minimal theories, our theorem redues the problem
to Zilber's Trihotomy for strongly minimal strutures denable in o-minimal
theories:
Conjeture 4.2 (Zilber's Trihotomy onjeture). Let N be a strongly min-
imal theory interpretable in an o-minimal struture. N is not loally modular
if and only if it interprets an algebraially losed eld.
We start the proof of the theorem with an easy orollary to the work done
until now, answering a question of our own (see [4℄).
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Proposition 4.3. Let p be an unstable minimal type denable in a theory
interpretable in an o-minimal struture. Then p is almost o-minimal, namely
there is o-minimal almost extension of p.
Proof. By Theorem 2 of [4℄ p is either almost o-minimal or has a stable
non-algebrai extension. By Theorem 2.15 any stable extension of p is a þ-
forking one. Sine p is minimal, and therefore has no non-algebrai þ-forking
extensions, the proposition is proved. 
The last proposition provides us, for a minimal unstable type, with an
o-minimal almost extension of q, but as the rihness (or non-triviality) of q
may need outer parameters to be witnesses, does not a priori give information
about the geometry of the o-minimal struture of whih q is generi. For that
purpose we need the following:
Lemma 4.4. Let N be a super-rosy struture of nite þ-rank. Let Z be an
N -denable set suh that the struture Z indued on Z is o-minimal. Let p
be any omplete type extending Z. Then p is rih (non-trivial) as a type in
N if and only if it is rih (non-trivial) as a type in Z.
Proof. We only need to prove the left to right diretion. Let C(x, y; z¯) be
any normal N -denable family of plane urves in Z2. It will sue to show
that if þ((∃∞x, y)C(x, y; z¯)) = n then there exists a Z-denable subfamily
of C(x, y, ; z¯) of o-minimal dimension n. We may assume (otherwise the
laim is trivial) that n > 0 and that if (∃∞x, y)C(x, y; a¯) and Uþ(a/∅) = n
then C(x, y) is not an almost onstant urve (namely, for generi (c, d) |=
C(x, y; a¯) both d |⌣
þ a¯ and c |⌣
þ a¯).
We may assume that C(x, y; z¯) is ∅-denable (in Z); let a¯ be suh that
(∃∞x, y)C(x, y; a¯) and þ(a/∅) = n. By oordinatisation there exists some
B ⊆ N and a1, . . . , an suh that
• a |⌣
þB,
• Uþ(a1/B) = 1,
• Uþ(ai+1/Ba1, . . . , ai) = 1 for all i ≥ 1 and
• an = a¯.
We may also assume that all the N -denable subsets of Z dened over B are
Z-atomi, so without loss of generality B = ∅ as well. Let (c, d) |= C(x, y, a¯)
for some generi c ∈ Z, so d ∈ Z and d ∈ acl(c, a1, . . . , an). Adding onstants
to the language, we may minimise n to assure that d /∈ acl(c, a1, . . . , an−1)
so - as Uþ(an/a1, . . . , an−1) = 1 and an |⌣
þ
a1,...,an−1
c - we onlude that
an ∈ acl(c, d, a1 . . . , an−1). By indution on n, it follows that we an nd
c¯, d¯ ⊆ Z suh that C(x, y; a¯) is denable over c¯, d¯. Sine the same is true of
any a′ ≡ a, we get the desired onlusion. 
Remark 4.5. The proof of the previous lemma is based on the proof of
Lemma 2.3 of [14℄. It is not lear to us, however, whether Lemma 4.4 an
be strengthened to give the full result of Peterzil and Starhenko and assure
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that a losed interval in an o-minimal set denable in a super-rosy theory of
nite rank is stably embedded.
We an now proeed to proving the Theorem 4.1:
Assume rst that p is loally modular. If it is stable then by Theorem 3.17
it is seriously stable and seriously minimal, and the result now follows from
the analogous statement in the stable ontext (see Theorem 5.1.1 of [16℄)
and the fat that stable sets in dependent theories are stably embedded. So
we may assume that p is unstable.
By Remark 3.3(4) every non-algebrai extension of p is non-trivial. In
partiular, p has an almost o-minimal extension q (by Proposition 4.3). Being
non-trivial, so is every non-algebrai almost extension of q. So there is a nite
equivalene relation ∼ suh that q/ ∼ is a generi type in some denable o-
minimal set Z. By Lemma 4.4 q/ ∼ is non-trivial, and sine p were not rih,
neither is q/ ∼. The result now follows from the Trihotomy theorem for
o-minimal strutures.
Now, let p be a non loally modular type. If p is stable then by Theorem
3.17 it is seriously stable and by Buehler's dihotomy it is strongly minimal.
So we may assume that p is unstable. In that ase, let p0 := p ↾ acl(∅) and
a |= p any realization. By Proposition 4.3, p0 has an almost o-minimal
extension q0. Using automorphisms we may assume that a |= q0. Beause
p ⊇ q0 it must be that q0 is not loally modular. Let ∼ be a denable
equivalene relation with nite lasses suh that q := q0/ ∼ is o-minimal.
Sine q0 is not loally modular neither is q, and it is not loally modular also
as a an o-minimal type. By Remark 3.4 q is rih (as an o-minimal type). So
by the Trihotomy Theorem for o-minimal strutures there is a denable real
losed eld, of whih q is an extension. Thus, p/ ∼ is an almost extension
of p extending a denable real losed eld, as required.
This nishes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
We an now sum up our ndings by:
Corollary 4.6. Let M be a struture denable in an o-minimal theory.
Then:
(1) M interprets a real losed eld if and only if there is a minimal
non-loally modular (non trivial) global type.
(2) Assuming Zilber's Trihotomy onjeture M interprets a pure alge-
braially losed eld if and only if it has a minimal non-loally mod-
ular stable type.
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